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Abstract—A new multimodal variational formulation (NVMF) anal-
ysis is used for a rigorous analysis of four microwave subsystems
with multiple discontinuities: one double-step and one quadruple-
step empty-ridged waveguide discontinuity, one iris-coupled cavities
filter with four resonators and one impedance transformer. The S-
parameters of each structure are deduced from its total impedance
matrix, without cascading the S-parameters of individual discontinu-
ities as with the most methods based on mode-matching technique;
the convergence study versus the accessible modes is no long neces-
sary, which makes this passive microwave circuit’s analysis and design
tool very efficient.

1. INTRODUCTION

The analysis of discontinuities in the passive microwave structures has
a particular interest because of their importance in the realization
of many devices used in the modern communication systems. The
electromagnetic modelling of these discontinuities is a significant stake
in the process of their analysis or design. During these last years, many
numerical methods were developed to characterize the discontinuities
in the guiding structures:
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• the differential methods (finite element method [1], finite
difference method [2]), which are methods based on the
discretization of the Helmholtz’s equation in space;

• the integral methods (mode-matching [3], generalized scattering
parameters [4], Green functions [5], multimodal variational
method (MVM) [6], . . .), which allow the determination of
the distribution of the fields and the currents on surfaces of
discontinuity starting from the boundary conditions on these
surfaces.

The MVM apply to uniaxial discontinuities. Assimilating each
discontinuity to a multipôle, a complete structure comprising several
discontinuities is divided into several constituent blocks formed by
one individual discontinuity following by one section of finite length
waveguide. The scattering parameters S of the total structure are
calculated by the chaining process of individual scattering matrix of
these different constituent blocks [7–9]. Furthermore, the introduction
of the concept of accessible modes (coupled with the discontinuity)
and non accessible (localized) modes into this method, reduced
considerably the size of the matrix to be treated [9] and also returns
the MVM particularly efficient in numerical point of view compared
to the method of the generalized scattering parameters, based on
the same mode-matching technique. This approach allowed the
analysis and the design with a good precision of a large variety of
microwave components: dielectric and ferrite loaded waveguide filters
and phase-shifts, multimode cavity filters, antennas [6, 7, 9]. However
in the above mentioned studies, the coupling between discontinuities
is empirically managed by a choice of the number of modes accessible
according to the studied structure, which requires a systematic study
of convergence if one wants to analyze a new structure. The
other problem of convergence occurs when the number of accessible
modes in the intermediate waveguides exceeds a certain threshold
(approximately 1/3 of the total number of modes). In order to avoid
this study of convergence, a new multimodal variational formulation
was proposed [10]. This one integrates the whole of discontinuities
in the calculation of the total matrix impedance of the structure and
takes into account all higher modes of the intermediate guides, thus
decreasing the computing time while improving the precision of the
results. The NVMF has been applied successfully to the design of
a dielectric E-plane loaded rectangular waveguide evanescent-mode
bandpass filter in K-band [10]. We present here the implementation of
this formulation in the analysis of another kind of discontinuities and
particularly the analysis of a double and a quadruple empty-ridged
waveguides discontinuity, a fourth order filter with inductive irises and
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an impedance transformer Ku- K bands.

2. NEW MULTIMODAL VARIATIONAL
FORMULATION APPROACH

The N -uniaxial discontinuities structure studied is schematically
represented in Figure 1. z is the common propagation direction of all
waveguides and (z1, z2, . . . , zN ) denote the positions of discontinuities
plane or positions of interfaces between the different waveguides.

 waveguide N   waveguide i 
waveguide 2 

waveguide N+1 
(Output)

  waveguide 1 
(Input)

z1 z2 z3 zi zN1 zN z

Figure 1. N -uniaxial discontinuities structure.

Analyzing the problems of uniaxial discontinuities [10], it was
shown that the vector density of current Ĵd and the tangential electric
field vector Et on the interfaces are related by:

Ĵd = Ŷ Êt (1)

Ŷ represents the operator admittance of the entire structure and

�Jd =
[
�Jd(z1) �Jd(z2) �Jd(z3) . . . �Jd(z1)

]T
(2a)

�Et =
[
�Et(z1) �Et(z2) �Et(z3) . . . �Et(z1)

]T
(2b)

where T represents the transpose symbol.
The boundary conditions on the interfaces of discontinuities are

written as follow:{
�Jd = 0 on dielectric interfaces
�Et = 0 on metallic interfaces

(3)

The variational form associated to a system of Equations (3) is:

f
(

�Et

)
=

〈
�Et

∣∣∣Ŷ �Et

〉
(4)
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The solution of the system of Equations (3) is obtained by
minimizing this above variational form. On one basis of appropriate
trial functions, the minimization of the variational form (4), for
m1 accessible modes to the input and m2 accessible modes to the
output, leads to the following total impedance matrix of the entire
structure [10]

Z = −jN−1|N |+ 1
2 UT ∗

Q−1U |N |− 1
2 (5)

From which one can deduce the scattering matrix of the structure:

S = (Z + I)−1(Z − I) (6)

I denotes the unity matrix N , U and Q are the matrix depending
on the scalar products between waveguides modes which describe the
interaction between them [10].

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS

A computer matlab code based on the NVMF was developed and we
had applied it to the analysis of four following structures:

As the first analysis, we consider the case of a double step-
discontinuity: Standard waveguide WR75 — ridged waveguide —
standard waveguide WR75 shown in Figure 2.

x

O Dimensions of the ridge 
in mm: 
width : w=1,016
deep : d=1,905
length : l=5,08

y

z

 d

w

    l

Figure 2. Double step-discontinuity WR75-Ridged waveguide-WR75.

The Figure 3(a) represents the convergence curve of the
transmission coefficient of the double step-discontinuity versus the
number of accessible modes in the ridged waveguide using the classical
MVM. It is seen that the results converge starting from 5 accessible
modes in the ridged waveguide.

On the Figure 3(b), we compared the results of our model
which excludes the problems involved the convergence study and those
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Figure 3. (a) Convergence curve of transmission coefficient versus
ridged waveguide number of accessible modes. (b) Transmission
coefficient of double step-discontinuity.

given by the references and obtained using the traditional MVM [11]
and the higher order large domain FEM and also experimental
measurements [12]. For this calculation, we used 100 modes in the
empty access waveguides and 40 modes in the ridged waveguide. One
notes a good agreement between our results and those of the references.
However, a more marked resonance with the NVMF at the frequency
of 14 GHz is observed.

The second analysis is devoted to a quadruple step-discontinuity:
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Figure 4. (a) Reflection coefficient of quadruple step-discontinuity.
(b) Transmission coefficient of quadruple step-discontinuity.

Standard WR75-ridged waveguide-standard WR75-ridged waveguide-
standard WR75.

The ridged waveguides are identical to that of the preceding
section. The empty central standard WR75 has 15 mm of length. We
initially calculated the scattering parameters of the structure using the
traditional MVM and then using the new formulation in the frequency
range of 14–18 GHz. As show it the Figures 4(a) and 4(b), to ensure
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the convergence of the results with the traditional MVM, 17 accessible
modes at least are necessary in the intermediate waveguides, whereas,
if the matrix of the scalar products between modes are available, this
same result is obtained in less 10 s with the NVMF in only one analysis
without preliminary study of convergence, which once more shows
the effectiveness of this new formulation. The variation observed for
frequencies higher than 17.6 GHz is explained by the fact that starting
from this frequency, the 2nd mode of the standard WR75 is excited and
it should be taken into account by increasing the number of accessible
modes in the intermediate guides in the traditional MVM approach to
ensure the convergence of the results.

Dimensions of filter: 

Housing empty waveguide : a=15.799 mm ; b=7.899 mm

Resonators lengths: lR1= lR4= 8.191 mm ; lR2= lR3= 8.884 mm

Irises widths: w1= w5= 6.080 mm ; w2= w4= 4.278 mm ;    w3=4.010 mm;

 Irises thickness : t=190 µm

t

lRi

wi
b

a

Figure 5. Fourth orders iris coupled-cavities filter.

The third structure analyzed is a fourth iris coupled-cavities
filter made up of 4 resonators (Figure 5) and designed for a
telecommunications satellite [13]. The results of our simulations are
given in Figure 6. They show a good agreement with those obtained
by the classical MVM with 2 accessible modes in the resonators (all
modes of the irises being regarded as accessible) and those obtained
by Arndt [13] using the generalized scattering parameters method by
considering 45 modes in each resonator and each iris. Our results were
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obtained with 100 modes in the empty waveguides, 60, 50 and 40 modes
in the irises. Calculations are carried out during 15 s approximately on
a standard PC of a processor of 1.5 GHz when the matrix of the scalar
products between modes are available.
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Figure 6. Insertion loss of fourth orders iris coupled-cavities filter.

The fourth analysis finally is devoted to one impedance
transformer (Figure 7(a)) allowing to pass from the K-band to Ku-
band, made up of a triple discontinuity between uniaxial concentric
rectangular empty waveguides. The access waveguides are constituted
by the standard WR42 (10.668 × 4.318 mm) at the input and by
the standard WR62 (15.8 × 7.9 mm) at the output. Dimensions
of the two intermediate waveguides (a × b × L) are respectively:
10.85 × 4.88 × 7.15 mm and 12.19 × 6.53 × 7.23 mm.

The Figure 7(b) illustrates frequency response of this impedance
transformer. These results were obtained with 36 TE modes and 30
TM modes in the input waveguide, 35 TE modes and 30 TM modes
in the second waveguide, 64 TE modes and 40 TM modes in the
third waveguide, and 104 TE modes and 80 TM modes in the output
waveguide. As one can note it, these results are in agreement with those
given by the reference [14]. The computation is carried out during less
20 s on a standard PC of a processor of 1.5 GHz when the matrix of
the scalar products between modes are available.
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Dimensions of waveguides in mm:
waveguide 1 10.668 x 4.318  (1)
waveguide 2 10.850 x 4.880  (2)
waveguide 3 12.190 x 6.530  (3)
waveguide 4 15.900 x 7.900 (4)
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Figure 7. (a) Impedance transformer K-band–Ku-band. (b) Response
curves of impedance transformer K-band–Ku-band.

4. CONCLUSION

In this work, we used the new variational multimodal formulation
(NVMF) to analyze four filter structures with several uniaxial
discontinuities. The results obtained were compared with results
available in the literature. We noted a good agreement between our
results and those of the references. This study made it possible to
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show that the problems of uniaxial discontinuities can be tackled with
a higher degree of accuracy and a greater flexibility with a gain of the
significant computing time using the NVMF. This analysis tool will
have to be able to apply to more complex and more varied structures
such as open structures and the structures using the non radiative
dielectric loaded waveguides.
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